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Abstract: 

The concept of faith healing exists in every society. “Faith 

Healing” refers to the healing achieved by religious faith and prayers. 

Healing through faith is also referred as “Spiritual Healing” and mostly 

considered the last and only resort of solution. In Islam, the tradition of 

spiritual healing was basically derived from the Quran and Sunnah. For 

the sake of spiritual healing Muslims visit various aalims, pirs, and 

shrines, recite Quranic verses and offer prayers.  

The present study has been conducted with the main objective to 

explore social, economic and religious background of the people who 

believe and practice faith healing for the solution of their problems. The 

study explains how faith healing help people in resolving their socio-

economic and medical problems and what are the motivating factors 

which persuade people to approach these faith healers. The study was 

conducted at Salfi House located in District Rawalpindi, Pakistan to 

explore relationship between the socio-economic statuses of the female 

clients and type of treatment they seek from faith healer. The data was 

collected by employing anthropological techniques including participant 

observation and in-depth interviews from 77 respondents which were 

conducted during the period of six months. 
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Introduction: 

Faith Healing refers to the healing achieved by religious faith and 

prayers. Faith healers can be considered as those individuals who have 

attained a comprehensive understanding of, and practice from within a 

particular religious or cultural viewpoint (Al-Habeeb, 2004); that enables 

them to effectively render assistance to those community members who 

are afflicted by a religious-cultural diagnosis (Khan, 2002). Islamic Faith 

Healing focuses on helping individuals clarify their values and work out a 

meaningful way of “being in the world” that is, submission to the will of 

Allah and adherence to the teachings of the Quran and Hadith. Eldam 

(2003) explained that different forms of traditional healers exist ranging 

from bonesetters, traditional midwives, herbalists and religious healers 

(Shamans, Priests, Moulana’s). In the Islamic faith, traditional healer’s 

(Moulana’s, Sheikh’s or Matawaa’s) are the mediums through which 
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mental illness is dealt with, as they are considered well equipped to drive 

the evil spirit or the evil eye away (Syed, 2003).  

Pakistan comprises more than 136 million identified Muslims who 

adhere to the Islamic faith (Ash, 1997). It has a culture that is an amalgam 

of rituals, traditions, and folk beliefs (Ghouri, 2004; Hassan, 1991; 

Hussain, 1998; Mubbasher & Saeed, 2001; Qidwai, 2003; Raja, 2004; 

Rizvi, 1989 quoted in Farooqi, 2006)). Many of these rituals and traditions 

are based upon the Islamic ideology derived from Quran and Hadith—

therefore, the beliefs in the existence of ghosts, jins, demons, and 

apparitions; the existence of the spirits of good and bad; miracle healing; 

the cult of saints; witchcraft; and pilgrimage (Ahmed, 1981; Akhtar, 1987; 

Eliade, 1964; Majid, 2001; Qidwai, 2003; Raja, 2004; Rizvi, 1989 quoted 

in (Farooqi, 2006). In Pakistan, the faith healers and faith healing occupies 

a special place as Islam is considered to be the right path way to follow for 

the well-being of its followers. The directing star for this path is Quranic 

teachings and practices of Prophet (P.B.U.H). The spiritual bond between 

Muslim Saints/Sufis and their followers facilitate empathetic 

understanding, catharsis, and insight into one’s intra psychic and 

interpersonal conflicts. These Islamic faith healers are well versed in 

Quranic verses; Sunnah and Hadith. Faith healers are reported to be the 

major source of care for Pakistani people who have different mental 

disorders; particularly the women from the rural areas of Pakistan who are 

the most underprivileged, economically deprived, and poorly educated 

group (Farooqi, 2006). 

The trend of faith healing is common in Rawalpindi City and the 

boards of spiritual healers can be seen at many places. Most common 

among them are the pirs or aalims (Saint) who provide some amulet or 

they practice some exercises in order to provide the other person relief 

from his/her problem. The present study explains social, economic and 

religious background of the people who decide to seek faith healing for the 

solution of their various problems.  The specific objectives of the study 

include the following, 

1. To document the entire procedure and different forms of 

faith healing.  

2. To understand all those factors which stimulate visitors to 

rely on faith healers 

3. To understand the role of religion and belief system in faith 

healing 

4. To explore different types of problems which are resolved 

by faith healers 

1. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Religion provides things that are good for health and wellbeing, 

including social support, existential meaning, a sense of purpose, a 

coherent belief system and a clear moral code (Eckersley R. M.; 2007). 

Spirituality is recognized as a factor that contributes to health in many 

persons. The concept of spirituality is found in all cultures and societies. It 

is expressed in an individual’s search for ultimate meaning through 

participation in religion and/or belief in God, family, naturalism, 
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rationalism, humanism, and the arts (Puchalski M. C., 2001). Religious 

beliefs, acts, and practices generate actual, observable effects. Those who 

participate in healing rituals certainly expect that their ritual actions will 

produce real, palpable results and more (Sered S: 2004). "Faith healing" 

has been attributed to prayer, divine intervention, or the ministrations of 

an individual healer throughout history. Belief in divine intervention in 

illness or healing is related to religious belief in general. (Claire B. H. 

2007). Faith healing is the type of recovery which is done through the 

strong faith and belief system. In faith healing people try to get into 

contact with some supernatural power like God, angels, etc. By reaching 

them they believe that they’ll get some help from those Divine powers. 

According to Susan Sered (2004) most religious healing events also 

involve reaching out to some sort of spiritual power, sensibility, or entity 

such as ancestors, angels, saints, spirits, and God.     

   

Faith healing occurs basically either due to the changes in 

psychological phenomenon or it is in real due to the blessings of God after 

performing religious duties i.e. one belief say that this type of healing 

occurs through some psychological process and is applied for the 

psychological disorders only and according to the other set of belief faith 

healing or healing through God could be one of the miracles by God. 

William C. Cockerham further explained his point to relate the healing 

process with psychological problems, that healing with faith is based on 

the prayers which lead the understanding of the world which is physically 

present around and also the supernatural phenomenon. The understanding 

of these world and other supernatural phenomena basically lead to change 

the mental activities and it causes transitions on that part of brain which 

lead to the mental or psychological disorders. 

Healing is basically achieved by the strong connection between the 

individual and God. The stronger the bond, the faster would be the 

healing. William G. Braud insisted that the healing power of faith resides 

in the patient’s state of mind, not in the validity of its object (Braud 

William G.:1994). Therefore, healing power resides in the person himself 

not in some objects which are just basically a mean to heal, because it’s 

the individual who has to be strong and motivated enough to heal and 

recover. There are different categories of faith healers. Denton offers five 

general categories of faith healing: (1) self-treatment through prayer; (2) 

treatment by a layperson thought to be able to communicate with God; (3) 

treatment by an official church leader, for whom healing is only one of 

many tasks; (4) healing obtained from a person or group of persons who 

practice healing full time without an affiliation with a major religious 

organization; and (5) healing obtained from religious healers who practice 

full time and are affiliated with a major religious group (Cockerham 

William. C.;1989). 

Spiritual care recognizes the relationship between illness and the 

spiritual domain, and acknowledges the possibility of a search for meaning 

in the big questions of life and death (Murray S. A. et al; 2004). That is, 

spiritual or faith healers basically deal with that relationship which exists 

among the patient’s illness and the spiritual world and they show the exact 

path from where the illness could be dealt. Spirituality can provide hope, 
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provide a reason to live, and support a person in his or her life... For these 

reasons spirituality can directly affect a person’s health (Wilding C., 

2007). Faith healing is to help those patients who need help for their 

healing process via faith, belief and spirituality as they are facing some 

challenging situations in their lives. Spiritual care is about helping people 

whose sense of meaning, purpose and worth is challenged by illness 

(Murray S. A. et al; 2004). 

In every society there is a common practice of communicating with 

the divine forces and this is done through proper religious system of 

prayer and ritual. Every society has its own type of prayer and it varies 

with the kind of situation like in Christian tradition there are 4 types of 

prayers i.e. conversational; in which a person engages in conversation with 

God, meditative; a person derives relation with Divine forces, ritual 

prayers on specific occasions and intercessory prayers; done on behalf of 

others for their health and betterment. Different types of prayers holding 

different sort of meanings but they have one thing in common that is that 

they are done to ask for the betterment of human from respective God. 

Every religion, including Islam, deals with the ultimate issue of the Holy 

Spirit, the Supreme Being. In Islam the term spirituality means 

“ruhaniyyah”. In Islam the concept of Roh or spirit is mentioned at many 

places. The Muslims believe that “the body is healthy if the spirit is 

healthy, and the spirit is healthy if it is not in conflict with Divine”. 

Islamic spirituality is based on three key terms all of which mean to be 

safe, integral, and sound. The concept of spirituality in Islam revolves 

around three concepts i.e, “iman”; to be safe from the danger of other 

religious systems and false gods and evil forces, “integral”; to be united as 

one nation of one God, “taqwa”; believing on one God and considering 

Him supreme. In Islam “shifa” means spiritual healing and “mualija” 

means treatment (Isgandarova N., 2005). 

Methods: 

The data resource for this study was collected during six months 

field work by employing anthropological methods which mainly include 

participant observation, key informant, in-depth interviews and case 

studies. Detailed interviews were conducted with the visitors, if they were 

found willing and able to respond; whereas in case of children and non-

responsive ones, interviews of attendants were undertaken. The sample 

size consists on 77 respondents. Observation and discussions were also 

proved very important for data collection.  

Locale of Study 

The locale selected for research was Salfi House in the Rawalpindi 

City of Pakistan. Rawalpindi carries the essence and flavor of an old city, 

with narrow winding lanes, old bustling bazaars and several historical 

sites. The research was conducted at Salfi House which is composed of 3 

rooms separated by partitioning of one big hall. The ceiling of this hall is 

very high. In Salfi House continuously Quranic recitation or Islamic audio 

cassettes are played for the visitors. The partition between first and second 

room is done through a curtain. In this room there are 4 benches and one 

mattress. Those visitors who either come before time or those males who 

come with females, wait behind this curtain for them or vice versa. 
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On the other side of curtain in second waiting room, there are different 

quotations written on the wall. On one corner of this room, female 

assistant manages the small stall. Here different Islamic books, cassettes, 

CDs, snacks, deep freezer filled with cold drinks and water, pure honey, 

toffees are available. On the other side, there is a counter which is run by 

another female assistant. From here visitors receive their token number 

and a slip of 100 rupees. She also manages the visits and note down their 

details in a register which is submitted to Salfi Sahib with money 

afterwards. The third room is the treatment room. It is separated through 

panels and in between they have a curtain. There is a table of Salfi Sahab 

with stamps of those Quranic verses which are given to visitors for 

treatment. A computer is also placed which continuously plays recitation 

of Quran which is  heard by visitors through headphones. There are 12 

different headphones placed in the room. 

 

COUNTER OF SALFI SAHAB IN TREATMENT ROOM 

The Salfi House is headed by Salfi Sahib who is known to be the healer 

and other human resources include three male and three female attendants 

who perform various duties for the assistance of Salfi Sahib.  

Description of the Visitors: 

The general description or the profile of the visitors is important to 

make analysis because it highlights various factors. Owing to the Quranic 

basis of healing and being a Muslim majority area, almost all visitors were 

found to be Muslims except one Christian lady who was there with her 

mother. 

Majority of the visitors belonged to the age group of 21-30 years 

(27, 35.1%), followed by 31-40 years (16, 20.7%) and 1-10 years (15, 

19.5%). The rest of them included some youngsters aging 11-20 years and 
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some adults between 41-80 years. Those children who are very young and 

are unable to follow the instructions of Salfi sahab are not able to recite 

Quran or those respondents who are extremely sick and due to health 

reasons they are able to follow instructions were there with attendants and 

their attendants were supposed to help them in their treatment and recite 

Quran for them. 

There were only 4 infants and 6 illiterate visitors found in the Salfi 

House during the study. Vast majority was literate with around 57% (43) 

visitors having 12 grade or higher education. Out of remaining 24, almost 

18% (14) had done their primary and 9 visitors had up to 10 years of 

formal education. Therefore we can say that most commonly used 

assumption that majority of illiterate people visit the faith healers was is 

not reflective of reality. 

As far as the marital status of the visitors is concerned, 51% of 

visitors at Salfi House were of married women with only 2 visitors found 

to be divorcees and 3 were widows.  The economic conditions of the 

visitors were also assessed. Only 22.1% (17 respondents) belonged to poor 

class and 9% (7 visitors) could be classified as rich. Most of the visitor’s 

belonged to stable families as 27.3% (21 visitors) were well-off and 26% 

(20 respondents) belonged to higher middle income classes. Therefore, it 

is stated that Salfi house is not popular only among one or two classes 

rather people from every class visit for seeking help. In terms of 

residential placement, data reveals that only 13% were those who were 

living in rural areas whereas the rest 87% were urban dwellers. 

 In Salfi House, the basic requirement for healing is that the 

visitor must offer prayers 5 times a day. Those Muslims not complying 

with this were not treated by Salfi Sahab. All adult female visitors were 

found to be practicing at least some measure of pardah (veil) Out of 66 

adult female visitors, 62% respondents were in full burqa (traditional 

veil). Most of the 70 respondents attributed the information and advice to 

visit Salfi House to their families (40%), friends (21%) and neighbours 

(13%).  The visitors were mostly accompanied by their family members 

(91%); whereas 5 had their friends with them and only 2 adult visitors 

came alone. 

Reasons for visiting faith healer 

The study found that most of the women were visiting the Salfi 

House for help in dealing with a spiritual issue including Dum1, Jin 2 or 

magic. Contrastingly the issues that convinced the richer groups to visit 

the Salfi House were mostly social, medical and economical ones (83% 

amongst lower middle income, 55% in higher middle income, 67% in 

well-off and 86% in rich classes of respondents)  

                                                
1 Dum: the religious person blows over the person after reciting some invocations 
2 Jin: the  negative spiritual power which controls the human body and mind 
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NATURE OF PROBLEMS BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS 

Nature of 

problem 

Socio-Economic Status of 77 visitors 

Poor Lower 

Middle  

Higher 

Middle  

Well-Off Rich Total 

No % No % No % No % No % No. % 

Social 0 0 3 25 3 15 5 24 3 43 14 18 

Medical 3 18 7 58 7 35 8 38 3 43 28 36 

Economic 1 6 0 0 1 5 1 5 0 0 3 4 

Magic 4 24 1 8 5 25 2 10 0 0 12 16 

Jin 4 24 1 8 1 5 1 5 0 0 7 9 

Dum 5 29 0 0 3 15 4 19 1 14 13 17 

Total 17 100 12 100 20 100 21 100 7 100 77 100 

  

1.1. Social Problems: 

The most common social problems which are treated at Salfi House 

included problems among family members due to some conflict and 

family tensions. Problems regarding their marriages were also very 

frequent including failure in getting suitable proposals or inability to 

decide about their marriages and also females facing pressure to get 

married to someone whom they don’t like. Out of 77 visitors 14 visitors 

were there for the treatment of some social problem.  

 

CASE STUDY  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Medical Problems: 

Samina, a fifty eight year old woman, attendant of her daughter Rubina, a 

thirty year old female, coming from Rawalpindi, narrated (Rubina’s) 

history: 

“This is our second visit. We came here three months back but due to 

illness of Rubina’s father we were unable to visit again for her treatment. 

My daughter got married 10 years back. Her in-laws shifted to England 

after two months of marriage and took my daughter with them. There she 

was not permitted to contact us.  

Now after 10 years she is back but she is not normal. She is looking too 

old and her eye balls are suddenly stretched. Her husband was of third 

gender and used to abuse her. Her in-laws used to give her drugs. Here 

we took her to hospitals, doctors diagnosed that this all is due to her 

addiction to drugs and psychological damages. Salfi sahib gave her Dum, 

put some drops in mouth and eyes, asked her to listen to recitation on 

headphone, and gave some Quranic verses, Bairy leaves, saffron and 

water bottles. She is now feeling better and I am satisfied to see her 

improvement.” 
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There were a great number of respondents who were there to resolve their 

complaint regarding some medical issue. The total number of such visitors 

who were having medical complaints is 29 out of 77.  

 

CASE STUDY  

Mariyum, thirty seven years old female, visiting Salfi house third time 

from Sialkot for treatment of Diabetes.  She shared that 

“I am suffering from Diabetes from two years. I have gone to many places 

from treatment like I went to local baba for faith healing, doctor, quacks 

and two homeopaths.  

First two days they sprayed water on me, laid me down for 10 minutes 

and, asked me to listen to Quraanic recitation on headphone and they 

gave me jujube leaves, saffron, water bottles and methi seeds.  

They prescribed me to put half part of saffron in one bottle and put it in 

fridge and have to swallow 21 seeds first day before with a glass of water 

from the same bottle in which there is saffron and recite full Surrat Fatiha 

on every seed and have to urinate after 10 minutes.  

Then day by day I have to reduce the number of seeds one by one and 

repeat the cycle and have to take bath with boiled water of jujube leaves in 

day time and not to use towel after that; with all these things they advised 

me to quit medicines and just continue their treatment. From two days I 

am feeling a slight change in sugar level.” 

 

The other medical problems included body pains specially headache and 

muscle pains, problems related to pregnancy and reproductive system, 

stomach problem, heart diseases, kidney stones, ear problems and 

epilepsy. 

Spiritual Problems: 

There were a number of visitors who were there for spiritual 

problems as 41% were there for dum, 38% for black magic and 22% for 

jin (Ghost). Every respondent, having her own history, was obviously 

having different duration of their problems.  

CASE STUDY  

Salma, a twenty year old girl, educated to 10th Grade, belonging to 

Rawalpindi was lying down in the treatment room and listening to the 

headphone. She shared that 

“I am visiting Salfi house since many years. I used to have a lot of pain 

in my back and doctors prescribed me x-ray and test but when reports 

came they thought that I am doing some fraud with them. Then my 

conditions started getting worse my eyeballs used to turn around, I was 

completely blind and was unable to even walk or move. Our relatives told 

us about this place. After getting treatment from Salfi Sahab, I am able to 

see from my right eye and left eye is also getting better. According to 
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Salfi sahib there is some spell in our house and if I’ll get well then 

automatically rest of my family members will be cured. In every visit I am 

required to have Dum and recite Quranic verses every time. They also 

gave me jujube leaves, Saffron, water and tayyaba oil. They prescribed 

me to put half part of saffron in one bottle and put it in fridge and I have 

to take bath with boiled water of jujube leaves in day time and not to use 

towel after taking bath. For oil, they told me to apply it on nails, eyes, 

nose and hands.” 

Economic Problem: 

 There were only 3 such visitors who were there for seeking 

help regarding some financial problem 2 were there because they were 

tense regarding loss in their husband’s business and 1 was there to make 

conditions better but her conditions got worse than before. 

Every patient who is visiting the place is having different stories and 

different reasons for approaching Salfi Sahab. The 77 respondents were 

asked about that motivating factor which made them think that faith 

healing at Salfi House is a reliable source of healing. The majority of the 

visitors were visiting Salfi house due to their strong belief on faith healing. 

They believe that faith healing can heal each and every problem and they 

can rely on this type of healing. 22 out of the 77 visitors were of the 

opinion that we should visit faith healers after trying our treatments from 

some other more reliable places like one of my respondent, Farzana, said 

that “specially for medical purposes we should first go to doctor, than we 

should try quacks and homeopathic medicine if allopathic treatment is not 

working and for suppose they all are not giving positive result than we 

should go to faith healers”. As the name “Faith Healing” implies that faith 

healing is totally based on one’s faith or the belief system. Therefore the 
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healing process is concerned purely on how strong a person has faith in 

this type of healing and what he/she feels about this treatment. 

 

Procedure of Treatment in Salfi House: 

The Salfi House is managing all its visitors through pre-set 

processes. The information from visitors and non-obtrusive observations 

of the treatments offered for comprehending the procedures. The female 

visitors are allowed to enter the Salfi House from 10 am to 3 pm. Each 

person has to first go to the Reception Counter and receive a token number 

accordingly, after paying Rs. 100 in cash. The people visiting this place 

for the first time, are given a slip of medium size, asking information 

about their name, their number of children and name of husband or father, 

place of residence, recited Quran before or not and are you wearing taveez  

or not. Those visitors who are visiting the centre second or more than 

second time, are given a small slip having the same information except 

that of Quran and taveez (amulet). Each slip is valid for 3 days but the 

token number changes accordingly. The visitors wearing taveez are not 

allowed to get the treatment. The cost is same for both, old and new 

visitors.  

There are 12 headphones in treatment room. The visitors suffering 

from some serious problem related to black magic, some evil spirit or 

night mares, are asked to go in the treatment room and listen to recitation 

of Quranic Verses, which are arranged in playlist of a computer. They 

keep on listening to headphone for an hour or more, unless their turn for 

consultation with Mr. Iqbal Salfi.   

When Mr. Salfi starts checking up the visitors in treatment room, 

Ms Raheela  (an employee) announces the first 2 numbers and names. 

Salfi Sahab either spray water or send the person to Ms. Ayesha (his 

assistant) after stamping some Quranic verses for that person to recite as a 

part of treatment. When the visitors are sent to Ms. Ayesha, she sprays 

water on their mouth and asks them to close eyes and give treatment 

according to the nature of problem. They are then asked to recite Ayat-ul-

Kursi and while reciting, some of these people used to cry a lot. Then she 

again puts drops in nose and mouth and let the visitor lay down for 10 

minutes, in the treatment room. This process costs Rs. 500 per visitor. 

After completing 10 minutes of rest than they go back to Ms Raheela and 

show her the slip. With that slip Mr. Salfi’s stamped verses are also 

attached, which also includes schedule for next visit and names of herbs 

which should be provided to that visitor.  

The next visit of the person is also prescribed by Salfi sahab, some 

are asked to visit continuously 3 days, some are asked to revisit after 10 

days and some are asked to come back after 13 days etc. Some special 

visitors like that of those people who used to see nightmares are supposed 

to write about those nightmares on paper and then on their turn they have 

to show those to Mr. Salfi. The visitors who are unable to afford the 

expenses of the treatment they also write about their disease and about 

their financial conditions and then Mr. Salfi decide about financial 

exemption. The non-Muslims are treated in a normal way but are not 

given Quranic Verses. 
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PRESCRIPTION OF FIRST PAGE 

 

SECOND PAGE OF PRESCRIPTION SHOWING THE STAMPED 

VERSES 

 

The treatment of the spiritual problems is different as in this case the 

person is required to listen to headphone for a longer time. People visiting 

Salfi house for the treatment of some social and economic problems are 

not asked to listen to the headphone. They are just required to meet Salfi 

sahab and follow his instructions such as to recite particular Quraanic 

verses and are prescribed the required herbs. 
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 Salfi sahab and his staff member’s advice the visitors to do following 

things during the process of healing: 

- To offer prayers regularly 

- To visit them 3,7,9,11 or more times depending on condition 

- To recite Quran regularly 

Following things are advised to be avoided during the process of faith 

healing: 

- Not to have any other medicine except pain killers 

- To avoid major sins 

- Not to wear amulet 

- Do not go to other places for spiritual healing 

Conclusion: 

In short, faith healing revolves around ‘belief’ as it is a systematic 

way of curing through making the belief system stronger. Belief is the 

basic ingredient of ‘religion’. It is the belief that gives the strength to 

handle all sorts of difficult situations. It helps people to see the positive 

during hard times. Faith healing is through spiritual means. Believers 

assert that healing of a person can be brought about by religious faith 

through prayers or rituals that stimulate a divine presence and power 

toward correcting disease and disability. The belief that prayer, divine 

intervention of faith healer can cure illness motivates people to visit Salfi 

House for the solution of various social, economic, spiritual and medical 

problems. It is the strength of their belief which attributes miraculous 

recoveries with faith healing.  
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